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QUESTION 1

A company leverages Amazon Athena for ad-hoc queries against data stored in Amazon S3. The company wants to
implement additional controls to separate query execution and query history among users, teams, or applications
running in the same AWS account to comply with internal security policies. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Create an S3 bucket for each given use case, create an S3 bucket policy that grants permissions to appropriate
individual IAM users. and apply the S3 bucket policy to the S3 bucket. 

B. Create an Athena workgroup for each given use case, apply tags to the workgroup, and create an IAM policy using
the tags to apply appropriate permissions to the workgroup. 

C. Create an IAM role for each given use case, assign appropriate permissions to the role for the given use case, and
add the role to associate the role with Athena. 

D. Create an AWS Glue Data Catalog resource policy for each given use case that grants permissions to appropriate
individual IAM users, and apply the resource policy to the specific tables used by Athena. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/athena/faqs/ 

 

QUESTION 2

A human resources company maintains a 10-node Amazon Redshift cluster to run analytics queries on the company\\'s
data. The Amazon Redshift cluster contains a product table and a transactions table, and both tables have a
product_sku column. The tables are over 100 GB in size. The majority of queries run on both tables. 

Which distribution style should the company use for the two tables to achieve optimal query performance? 

A. An EVEN distribution style for both tables 

B. A KEY distribution style for both tables 

C. An ALL distribution style for the product table and an EVEN distribution style for the transactions table 

D. An EVEN distribution style for the product table and an KEY distribution style for the transactions table 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company developed a new elections reporting website that uses Amazon Kinesis Data Firehose to deliver full logs
from AWS WAF to an Amazon S3 bucket. The company is now seeking a low-cost option to perform this infrequent data
analysis with visualizations of logs in a way that requires minimal development effort. 

Which solution meets these requirements? 

A. Use an AWS Glue crawler to create and update a table in the Glue data catalog from the logs. Use Athena to perform
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ad-hoc analyses and use Amazon QuickSight to develop data visualizations. 

B. Create a second Kinesis Data Firehose delivery stream to deliver the log files to Amazon OpenSearch Service
(Amazon Elasticsearch Service). Use Amazon ES to perform text-based searches of the logs for ad-hoc analyses and
use OpenSearch Dashboards (Kibana) for data visualizations. 

C. Create an AWS Lambda function to convert the logs into .csv format. Then add the function to the Kinesis Data
Firehose transformation configuration. Use Amazon Redshift to perform ad-hoc analyses of the logs using SQL queries
and use Amazon QuickSight to develop data visualizations. 

D. Create an Amazon EMR cluster and use Amazon S3 as the data source. Create an Apache Spark job to perform ad-
hoc analyses and use Amazon QuickSight to develop data visualizations. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A company uses an Amazon EMR cluster with 50 nodes to process operational data and make the data available for
data analysts These jobs run nightly use Apache Hive with the Apache Jez framework as a processing model and write
results to Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) In the last few weeks, jobs are failing and are producing the following
error message: 

"File could only be replicated to 0 nodes instead of 1". 

A data analytics specialist checks the DataNode logs the NameNode logs and network connectivity for potential issues
that could have prevented HDFS from replicating data The data analytics specialist rules out these factors as causes
for 

the issue. 

Which solution will prevent the jobs from failing\\'? 

A. Monitor the HDFSUtilization metric. If the value crosses a user-defined threshold add task nodes to the EMR cluster 

B. Monitor the HDFSUtilization metri.c If the value crosses a user-defined threshold add core nodes to the EMR cluster 

C. Monitor the MemoryAllocatedMB metric. If the value crosses a user-defined threshold, add task nodes to the EMR
cluster 

D. Monitor the MemoryAllocatedMB metric. If the value crosses a user-defined threshold, add core nodes to the EMR
cluster. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company uses Amazon kinesis Data Streams to ingest and process customer behavior information from application
users each day. A data analytics specialist notices that its data stream is throttling. The specialist has turned on
enhanced monitoring for the Kinesis data stream and has verified that the data stream did not exceed the data limits.
The specialist discovers that there are hot shards. 
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Which solution will resolve this issue? 

A. Use a random partition key to ingest the records. 

B. Increase the number of shards Split the size of the log records. 

C. Limit the number of records that are sent each second by the producer to match the capacity of the stream. 

D. Decrease the size of the records that are sent from the producer to match the capacity of the stream. 

Correct Answer: A 
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